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The University of Colorado Boulder, often called CU or Colorado, is a public research university in Boulder, Colorado. One of the most notable former students is Nima Keivan, who studied mechanics, aerospace engineering and computer science and now works for a robotics company CANVAS TECHNOLOGY that was
acquired by Amazon. There are many career options for mathematics. CU Boulder offers a variety of math courses. You can check out this list of 10 and could some that are interesting to you. 1. MATH 3430 Ordinary Differential Equations This course involves a basic systematic introduction to the first-rate scalar
differential equation. Students will be exposed to linear nth order differential equations. You will also be exposed to equations with regular singular points, laplace transforms, phase plan techniques, basic existence and uniqueness, and digital solutions, and much more. The previous courses are (MATH 2400 or APPM
2350) and (MATH 2130 or 3130 or MATH 2135 or 3135 or APPM 3310) (all of minimum quality C-). The course is worth 3 hours of credit. David Grant is the course instructor. 2. MATH 3130 Introduction to Linear Algebra This course examines the basic properties of linear equation systems. Students will learn vector
spaces, interior products, linear independence and dimension. Students will also learn linear transformations, dies, determinants, eigenvalues, eigenvectors and diagonalization. To register for the course, you must have completed MATH 2300 or APPM 1360 (minimum grade C-). David Grand is the teacher of the course.
The class is worth 3 hours of credit. 3. MATH 2300 Calcul 2 This course is a continuation of MATH 1300. Some of the topics discussed are transcendental functions, integration methods, polar coordinates, differential equations, incorrect integrals, infinite sequences and series. Students will also learn the Taylor
Polynomials and Taylor series. To register for the course, you must have completed the prerequisites of MATH 1300 or MATH 1310 or APPM 1345 or APPM 1350 (minimum grade C-). David Grant is the course instructor. The course is worth 5 hours of credit. 4. MATH 2510 Introduction to Statistics This course covers
basic statistical measures. It introduces statistical distributions and statistical inferences. You will also be exposed to hypothesis testing and linear regression. This is a very useful course if you are studying business or finance. The mathematics department applies the prerequisite of at least two years of algebra from the
completed high school. The teacher in the course is Mike Daniel. The course Three hours of credit. 5. MATH 1330 Calculation for Economics and Social Sciences This credit calculation course 4 is designed to meet the needs of the majors in the social sciences and economics. Professor Mike Daniel teaches this course
and uses concrete examples applied in the social sciences and economics. It covers the differential and integral calculation of algebraic, logarithmic and exponential functions and modeling. Preconditions for this course include completing ECON 1078 or MATH 1011 or MATH 1071 or MATH 1150 or MATH 1160
(minimum grade C-) or an ALEKS math exam passed in 2016 or earlier, or placement in the calculation based on your admission data and cu boulder course. 6. MATH 1081 Calculation for Social Sciences and Business Taught by Mike Daniel, this 3-credit course covers the differentiation and integration of algebraic,
logarithmic and exponential functions. This calculus course highlights many different aspects of mathematics that have been covered in previous mathematics courses. This course is for students studying in the social sciences or business. The prerequisites of the course are the completion of ECON 1078 or MATH 1011
or MATH 1071 or MATH 1150 or MATH 1160 (minimum grade C-) or an ALEKS math exam passed in 2016 or earlier, or pre-calculation placement based on your admission information and/or CU Boulder course. 7. MATH 1300 Calcul 1 This is another course taught by Mike Daniel. In this course, he covers the limits,
derived from algebraic and transcendental functions. Students will learn the applications of derivatives and integration. You'll also learn more about the applications of the set integral. This credit course 5 requires that students have completed maths 1011 and MATHEMATICS 1021 or MATH 1150 or MATH 1160 or
APPM 1235 (minimum grade C-) or an ALEKS math exam passed in 2016 or earlier, or placement in the calculation based on your admission data and/or CU Boulder course. 8. MATH 2400 Calculation 3 Calcul 3 serves as a continuation of MATH 2300. In this 5 credit course, Professor Xingzhou Yang will cover topics
such as vectors and three-dimensional analytical geometry. Students will also learn partial differentiation and integral multiples, as well as vector analysis. To register, students must have completed math 2300 or APPM 1360 (minimum grade C-). 9. MATH 1150 Precalculus Mathematics Professor Harrison Stalvey
teaches this course of credit 4. It aims to develop techniques and concepts so that students can be prepared for calculation. The course deals with trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and other functions. If you need more advanced math and math, then this is an excellent starting transition course to follow.
However, you must have completed MATH 1011 or an ALEKS math exam before you can register. check your preconditions before you sign up! 10. MATHEMATICS 1120 Mathematics for Elementary Educators 2 This course involves topics such as geometry and measurement. Students will also learn probabilities and
statistics. As the name suggests, this course will only enrol In order to register for the course, you must have successfully completed MATH 1110 with at least one C-. The course instructor is Michelle Randolph. The course is worth 3 hours of credit. CU Boulder offers a wide variety of fun and interesting math courses to
choose from. The mathematics course ranges from the transitional high school to the college mathematics. Students can also enrol in mathematics courses more specifically tailored to their field of study. APPM 3310: Matrix Methods Course Syllabus Spring 2016Webpage: BeylkinEmail: beylkin@colorado.eduOffice:
ECOT 323Read: ECCR 151, MWF at 8 a.m.m.Office: TBDIan GroomsEmail: ian.grooms@colorado.eduOffice: ECOT 320Read: FLMG 154, MWF at noonOffice hours: TBDJim CurryEmail: james.h.curry@colorado.eduOffice: ECOT 242Reading: STAD 112, MWF at 1 p.m.Office hours: TBDText: Applied Linear Algebra
by Peter J. Olverand Chehrzad Shakiban, Prentice Hall, 2006,ISBN 0-13-147382-4.Course Goals: Understanding the basic concepts of linear algebra; the course will cover thefollowing: Solving linear algebraic systems (ch. 1 for 2 weeks), Vector space and base notes (ch. 2 for 2 weeks) Use of interior products and
standards (ch. 3 for 2 weeks), Minimization problem and smaller squares (ch. 4 for 1 week), Orthogoline applications (ch. 5 for 2 weeks), Linear operators and transformations (ch.7 for 1 week). Eigenvalue Problems and Singular ValueDecomposition (ch. 8 for 3 weeks), iterative algorithms (ch. 10 for 2 weeks)In addition,
to practice rigorous mathematical thinking and writing and work on a project where basic concepts are applied. Reviews: There will be two mid-term exams and an incomprehensible final. The midterms will be commissioned in the evening on Wednesday exam weeks; there will be a classroom exam on exam days.
Duties: Doing and understanding work from home is very important in this class. There will be weekly homework to be done on the same day; duties due to exam weeks will not be classified. Late homework will not be accepted. Your lowest score for homework will start. Check out the course's web page for issues and
due dates. Project: Group project (3 students per group) to read, understand and use a document or document on the subject of the course. A selection of documents will be provided. A written report will be required. The goals are for you to (i) use the covered material to explore current applications, (ii) gain experience
with compliance programs, and (iii) practice technical writing skills. Grade Determination: Your course category will be a weighted average of assignments, exams, and project scores. The weighting is as follows: Duties 35% Review #1 15% Review #2 15% Project 15% Final Review 20%Instructors reserve the right to
modify the distribution for various reasons; forexample, if a student has not worked with yousufficient politiques: See for the relevantuniversity and department policies. beylkin@colorado.edumailto:ian.grooms@colorado.edumailto:james.h.curry@colorado.edu //www.colorado.edu/amath/academics/student-
resources/policiesPage 2 2
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